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Two medical doctors and an abortion provider
filed a complaint against the Department of Health and
Social Service (DHSS), seeking to enjoin enforcement
of Department regulation that denied funding for
medically necessary abortions, and requesting de
claratory relief. The Superior Court, Third Judicial
District, SenK Tan, J., granted summary judgment in
favor of plaintiffs and permanently enjoined the De
partment from enforcing the regulation. Department
appealed. The Supreme Court, fgje, C.J., held that:
(I) regulation violated Alaska’s constitutional guar
antee of equal protection, and (2) separation of powers
doctrine does not preclude a court from ordering the
state to provide equal funding for women whose
health is endangered by pregnancy.
Affirmed,
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Before FADE, Chief Justice, MATTHEWS,
EASTALGII, BRYNER, and CARPE\ETI, Justices.
OPINION
FADE, Chief Justice.
1. INTRODUCTION
Alaska’s Medicaid program hinds virtually all
necessary medical services for poor Alas
kans-”regardless of race, age, national origin, or
economic standing” L\ -but it denies funding for
medically necessary abortions. Alone among Medi
caid-eligible Alaskans, women whose health is en
dangered by pregnancy are denied health care based
solely on political disapproval of the medically nec
essary procedure. This selective denial of medical
benefits violates Alaska’s constitutional guarantee of
equal protection. Our conclusion is supported by the
majority of jurisdictions that have considered com
parable restrictions on state funding of medically
necessary abortions: these state courts have concluded
that, under their state constitutions, government health
care programs that fund other medically necessary
procedures may not deny assistance to eligible women
whose health depends on obtaining abortions.
1S
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Rather, the issue is whether the State, having en
acted a benefits program, may discriminate between
recipients in the manner attempted by the Department
of Health and Social Services (DHSS) today. We hold
that it may not. Once the State undertakes to fund
medically necessary services for poor Alaskans, it
may not selectively exclude from that program women
who medically require abortions.
—

U

A number of lower state courts have also
found that funding restrictions similar to
those challenged today violated their state
constitutions. See Sitnat Corp. v. Arizona
Cost Containment System Admin., No.
CVl9990l46l4 (Az-iz.Super. May 23,
2000); Dcie v, AIcdsec4O Conr..Supn394
515 A.2d 134 (1986); Roe v. Harris, NO,
96977 (Idaho Dist. Feb. I, 1994); Doe v.
Wright. No. 91-CH-1958 (lll.Cir. Dec. 2,
1994); Clinic for Women v, Humphrevs,
No. 49D12-9908-MT-l 137 (lnd.Super.
Oct. 18, 2000); Jeannette if v. Elle,y, No.
BDV-94-81 I (Mont.Dist. May 19, 1995);
Planned ParenthoodA,’J,lDe,artn,enr
[ Flinnan Re,conrces,Q[Qggg,,,63
Or.App. 4LIL&R4W2UI, a9’don
other grounds, 297 Or. 562, 687 P.2d 785
(j,4) (declining to reach constitutional
issue);
‘-lncr)i;IuJ!jLLflxy,y
&j38 S. WJ.d 689 (Tex.AUp2Q9O); Doe
v. Celani, No. S81-84CnC (Vt.Super. May
23, 1986); but see Doe v. Childers, No.
94C102183 (Ky.Cir. Aug. 7, 1995).
This case concerns the State’s denial of public
assistance to eligible women whose health is in dan
ger. It does not concern State payment for elective
abortions; nor *906 does it concern philosophical
questions about abortion which we, as a court of law,
cannot aspire to answer. We join the California Su
preme Court in clarifying that “this case does not turn
on the morality or immorality of abortion, and most
decidedly does not concem the personal views of the
individual justices as to the wisdom of the legislation
itself or the ethical considerations involved in a
woman’s individual decision whether or not to bear a
child.” :N Indeed, as the California Supreme Court
emphasized, “similar constitutional issues would arise
if the Legislature
funded [Medicaid I abortions but
refused to provide comparable medical care for poor
women who choose childbirth.” F’1 rhe constitutional
issue in this case therefbre “does not involve a
weighing ofthe value of abortion as against childbirth,
but instead concerns the protection of either procrea
tive choice from discriminatory governmental treat
ment.” ‘ As the California court recognized, the
issue presented is “not whether the state is generally
obligated to subsidize the exercise of constitutional
rights for those who cannot otherwise afford to do so.”
...

K)

ENI Mi’er,j72_Cal.Rptr.866625J&2dat
780.
FM. Id

F\5. Id
FN6. Id
Although the State argues that courts may not
enjoin unconstitutionaL use of the legislative appro
priations power, this proposition is unsupported by
case law from any jurisdiction. The legislature’s
spending power does not create license to disregard
citizens’ constitutional rights. In rejecting this part of
the State’s argument, we concur with every state and
federal court that has considered this issue.
II. FACTS AND PROCEEDINGS
Alaska provides medical services for poor Alas
kans primarily through the Medicaid program.’Medicaid is a comprehensive health care program
designed to provide medical assistance for all eligible
poor persons907 in the state.
But a DHSS regula
tion, LAj&AnL’.qjgigyc...fAActfljAQ,
imposes a limit on the state’s health care funding: It
denies Medicaid assistance for medically necessary
abortions unless a pregnant woman is at risk of dying
or her pregnancy resulted from rape or incest.
Be
cause DHSS offers no other funding source for abor
tions, 7 AM: q3L ensures that a woman who
medically requires an abortion will receive no assis
tance from the state.
‘

f.,N2:

See AS 47.07; see also .“L.S.C.j
J— 3,6,
A second program, Chronic and Acute
Medical Assistance (CAMA) comple
ments Medicaid by providing some medi
cal care for Alaskans who are poor but in-
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eligible for Medicaid. See 8
j’° 50.
_
4
L
’
CAMA’s predecessor, the General Relief
Medical program (GRM), funded abor
tions for eligible women when the proce
dure was necessary to protect their health
or when pregnancy resulted from sexual
assault, sexual abuse of a minor, or incest.
See 7AAC47.2QQLgM4XF) (2000); 7AAC
47.290(8)_(2OQQ). In 1998, after nearly 30
years of government support for medically
necessary abortions through GRM, the
legislature stopped funding the program
and enacted CAMA as a replacement.
CAMA covers essentially the same ser
vices as GR
M, except that it does not fund
1
any abortions. Compare AS 4LQ.J5.Q
with 7 AAC 47.200.
FN8. See AS 47.07.0 10. Medicaid relies on
joint state-federal funding, with the federal
government paying a portion of the states
costs. See 421J.S.C._[l396b(a), 396d(b).
The “Hyde Amendment” limits federal
Medicaid contributions for abortions: Feder
al funding is available for abortions in cases
of rape or incest or where the woman’s life is
in danger, but not for abortions necessary to
protect a woman’s health, See Pub.L..,.N.

o6-55çj5o8-5o9ji4flfl63jpQJ;
thtmChr’’i&He. .91. ILQ
A.2L 925 928.29 (L9$2J (discussing history

of Hyde Amendment).

Di2: 2 ec.4J*QL2Q2cu provides in part;
(a) Payment for an abortion will, in the
department’s discretion, be covered under
Medicaid if the physician services invoice
is accompanied by certification that the
(1) life of the mother would be endangered
if the pregnancy were carried to term; or
(2) pregnancy is the result of an act of rape
or incest.
The range of women whose access to medical
care is restricted by the regulation is broad. According
to medical evidence provided to the superior court,
some women-particularly those who suffer from
pre-existing health problems-face significant risks if

they cannot obtain abortions. Women with diabete
risk kidney Failure, blindness, and preeclanipsia or
eclampsia-conditions characterized by simultaneous
convulsions and comas-when their disease is com
plicated by pregnancy. Women with pa! disease may
lose a kidney and thce a lifetime of dialysis if they
cannot obtain an abortion. And pregnancy in women
with sickle cell anemia can accelerate the disease,
leading to pneumonia, kidney infections, ç’pstive
heart failure, and pulmonary conditions such as cim
bolus. Poor women who suffer from conditions such
as gj.es or bipolar disorder face a particularly
brutal dilemma as a result of DHSS’s regula
tion-medication needed by the women to control their
own seizures or other symptoms can be highly dan
gerous to a developing fetus. Without funding for
medically necessary abortions, pregnant women with
these conditions must choose either to seriously en
danger their own health by forgoing medication, or to
ensure their own safety but endanger the developing
fetus by continuing medication. FinaLly, without state
funding, Medicaid-eligible women may reach an ad
vanced stage of pregnancy before they can gather
enough money for an abortion; resulting late-term
abortions pose far greater health risks than earlier
procedures.
In June 1998 the plaintiffs-two medical doctors
and Planned Parenthood of Alaska-filed a complaint
against DFISS. They sought to enjoin enforcement of?.
oAj3.l40 and also sought a judgment declaring
that the State’s denial of funding for medically nec
essan’ abortions violates Alaska’s Constitution, Su
perior Court Judge Sen K. Tan granted summary
judgment in favor of Planned Parenthood. Based on
this court’s holding that “reproductive rights are fun
damental
[and] include the right to an abortion,”
the superior court concluded that 7
impermissibly interferes with Medicaid-eligible
women’s constitutional rights to privacy. Because the
State failed to articulate a compelling state interest for
this interference, the superior court permanently en
joined DHSS from enforcing the regulation “so as to
deny coverage for medically necessary abortions.”
The State now appeals.
...

Th&: La_zLL4Lci:
IL’ii!•: itiyza
iTh 2L.2f22 A’LLs

itt I

c97

ThZ*. For part of the time that this appeal
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was pending, DHSS continued to withhold
finding for medically necessary abortions,
despite the superior court’s injunction. On
Planned ParenibDod’s motion, the superior
court held a show cause hearing to determine
whether the Department was in contempt of
court. The court heard DHSS’s claim that
funding was unavailable, and determined,
after a “struggle”, not to hold the agency in
contempt. However, the court issued a new
injunction to reiterate the terms of the first
injunction and explicitly direct that, while
DHSS retained discretion over its use of re
sources, it should consider state Medicaid
finds available to pay for medically neces
sary abortions. The parties on appeal pit
sented records from these proceedings and
additional related briefing.
*909111. STANDARD OF RE VIEW
iiJ.121 We review a grant of summary judgment
de novo, exercising our independent judgment to
“determine whether the parties genuinely dispute any
material facts and, if not, whether the undisputed facts
entitle the moving party to judgment as a matter of
law.” LN2 On questions of constitutional law, we also
apply our independent judgment.1> We may affirm
the superior court on any ground supported by the
recordP’
El2M:LYn±thYiflIVj±!2LYL.t
673 674-75 (Alaska 200Q3.
F’si3. See
.ilcnholzcl?eçjji’_(‘untrol R499 ‘R2d
2022J6 yAHzska 999).

EN 14, See Jconev t. AIc( nprth9
6 R2d 52
1
L
1
523 it 2 Aaska 997 see also D.
tirc.n 747 Pld .69. 75 ,t5A,issa

“equal rights, opportunities, and protection under the
law.”
The State, having established a health care
program for the poor, may not selectively deny nec
essary care to eligible women merely because the
threat to their health arises from pregnancy. Because
we decide this case on state constitutional equal pro
tection grounds, we do not review the superior court’s
privacy-based ruling. We do note, however, that our
analysis today closely parallels that applied by many
of the fifteen courts that have rejected similar re
strictions.
Although other courts’ decisions have
rested on a variety of state constitutional provisions,
including equal protection,
constitutional
equal-rights-for-women clauses,- due process)and privacy,b the underlying logic has been the
same in decision after decision: “[Wjhen state gov
ernment seeks to act for the common benefit, protec
tion, and security of the people in providing medical
care for the poor, it has an obligation to do so in a
neutral manner so as not to infrmne upon the consti
tutional rights of our citizens.”
As the Massa
chusetts Supreme Judicial Court observed, the con
stitutional principle at issue is straightforward: “It is
elementary that ‘when a State decides to alleviate
some of the hardships of poverty by 909 providing
medical care, the manner in which it dispenses bene
fits is subject to constitutional limitations.’ “
The
State’s spending discretion is limited by the constitu
tion-”[w]hile the State retains wide latitude to decide
the manner in which it will allocate benefits, it may
not use criteria which discriminatorily burden the
exercise ofa fundamental right.” IN
-‘

LN.L. See supra note 2.
L.N.L See, e.g..

4g 1
.L_JIL .*Q
i
A.2.
2
L2ñt; RL’Li2Ci’wt?’.thm.9
.3.
2’d7, 450 A.2c 925. 34-37 98:; Pianyed

c

,

.zm

jlJinngu

IV. DISCUSSION

Lk!2L’Lii,J±L. (Ecg; ‘.1. .izA2a 2.
?iL1.±L cLL
57
I
2, aJJ’d on other

A. The Challenged Regulation Violates Equal Pro
(Cation.

L3 By providing health care to all poor Alaskans
except women who need abortions, the challenged
regulation violates the state constitutional guarantee of

grounds, LQL.a -7 1$it$;

see also c!!wllUc /2
iJm’ ?tJi&
.li c,J0 (1i.3 252. 172 CaIRN. 866.

.LNj: See, e.g, Y’.Ma_B:±Ln
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H)
9
7t484L85O-5
2
j;
7l Doe r. i/alter,
515 A.2d at 159-62.

f See, e.g., itoe v
& Fit,., 382 Mass. 629. 417 N.E.2d 387,

32&22iNJJ; PuA2i
46-57.

fO. See, e.g., fl2m&2LMLath4QI
Uonuc, 542 N.W2d 1L26-32.[M inn. l9J;
JVon,enc Health (‘Ir. çjVainc.c
Panepinto, 191 W.Va. 436, 446 S.E.2d 65
664-66 (1993).
FN2 1. Panepinto, 446 SJi.2d at 667j see also
172_CaLRjr 866, 625 l’.2d at 781
(addressing the narrow question “whether the
state, having enacted a general program to
provide medical services to the poor, may
selectively withhold such benefits from oth
erwise qualified persons because such per
sons seek to exercise their constitutional right
of procreative choice in a maimer which the
state does not favor and does not wish to
support” and holding that it may not);
Gorne:, 542 N.W24._at 28 (defining the
“relevant inquiry” as “whether, having
elected to participate in a medical assistance
program, the state may selectively exclude
from such benefits otherwise eligible persons
solely because they make constitutionally
protected health care decisions with which
the state disagrees,” and concluding that the
state may not);
(“(W]e hold that the State may not jeopardize
the health and privacy of poor women by
excluding medically necessary abortions
from a system providing all other medically
necessary care for the indigent.”); J’thnvi.
il5.LLgiJigi (“[C]ourts very rarely require
the government to hind its citizens’ exercise
of their constitutional rights.... But that is not
to say that when the Department elects to
provide medically necessary services to in
digent persons, it can do so in a way that
discriminates against some recipients on
account of their gender.”).

F’S23 Id

Lii Alaska’s constitutional equal protection clause
mandates “equal treatment of those similarly situat
ed;”
it protects
Alaskans’ right to
non-discriminatory treatment more robustly than does
the federal equal protection clause.t In analyzing a
challenged law under Alaska’s equal protection pro
vision, we first determine what level of scrutiny to
26 The
apply, using Alaska’s “sliding scale” standardJt?.
“weight [that] shouLd be afforded the constitutional
interest impaired by the challenged enactment” is “the
most important variable in fixing the appropriate level
of review.” -‘ Second, we examine the State’s in
terests served by the challenged regulation) If the
burden placed on constitutional rights by the regula
tion is minimal, then the State need only show that its
objectives were legitimate for the regulation to survive
an equal protection challenge.
But if “the objec
tive degree to which the challenged legislation tends to
deter [exercise of constitutional rights]”
is sig
nificant, the regulation cannot survive constitutional
challenge unless it serves a compelling state inter
11 Finally, if the State shows that its interests
esti-”
justi’ burdening the rights of citizens, for the regula
tion to survive constitutional challenge the State must
demonstrate that the means it has chosen to advance
those goals are well-fitted to the ends, and that its
goals could not be accomplished by less restrictive
means.-‘-

D1. J&kL&wLjc

VN25. See Stage v .-(mh,nv 8 1) P.2d
157 (A
nska 99
1
See
Ll.st.

‘.‘

W

ai

Sial, 93!

q:

55.

ilt2iLIk’r9JLSL) 5cn.

P.2J 391 396

Araska

J\27, Id (quoting kj&Pic’±&
C,,., 187 P.2• u. 169
:\28. See Ed; Sia!e .
92 Aasa ‘i83

r\22

J2q_7
L- (quoting
p. .j; S.4,.;19-7:.
236.5:L.Ee.2d_4 k2L).

iauaasc Ly,

\5. See Id.
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F\30. :laska Pacific .lssnrancc (o., 687
P.2d at 27..

IThJL See Mahmnska-.cusiwaBjyJQg/l.ccI1.
PLvLi.J4J!LI2 (quoting tllavka Pa
Ca6i P,2d at 269-70].

c/tic Assurance

FN32. See fri at 396-97.
jJ The regulation at issue in this case affects the
exercise of a constitutional right, the right to repro
ductive freedom.2i Therefore, the regulation is
subject to the most searching judicial scrutiny, often
called “strict scrutiny.” LN.3i We have explained in the
past that such scrutiny is appropriate where a chal
lenged enactment affects “fundamental rights,” in
cluding “the exercise of intimate personal choices.”
-“- ‘This court has specified that the right to repro
ductive freedom “may be legally constrained only
when the constraints are justified by a compelling state
interest, and no less restrictive means could advance
l\36
that interest.

real-world effects of government action to determine
the appropriate level of equal protection scrutiny:
“The suspicion with which this court will view in
fringements upon [constitutional rights) depends upon
the objective degree to which the challenged leis
lation tends to deter [the exercise of those rights].” FN37. 687 P.2d at 273-74.

EN.$. See ii We have since applied more
relaxed scrutiny where “[tjhe infringement
on [the) right to travel is relatively small and
would not be likely to deter a person from
traveling.” Curdjj’pjRyitiyg.
273 P,2d 1125, 1131 (Alaska 19994 In this
case the likelihood of deterring exercise of
the right is very high: The State’s own statis
tics and the findings of the superior court
indicate that, under the challenged regula
tion, some women “will have no choice but
to go forward with the pregnancy.” We
therefore follow Alaska Pacific Assurance
Co. in applying strict scrutiny.

fNiJ See fjjl/e

Hasp As.c’nv, &lat-Su
Coal inonJjChoice, 948 22 968-69
L4ijkilt91).

F\39 See 687 P.2d at 266-67.
F\40. /d at 271.

F’<34. See Suite v.

ll22LtThka 1983).
F\35. Ii

LN

i//ev!!op948Pda:969.

Judicial scrutiny of state action is equally strict
where the government, by selectively denying a ben
efit to those who exercise a constitutional right, ef
fectively deters the exercise of that right. In Alas/ca
Pacific Assurance Co. v Brown, we held the State to a
“very high” burden to justi a statute that reduced
workers compensation benefits paid to workers who
exercised their constitutional right to leave the
state.
We concluded that the challenged regulation
did not meet this high standard and thus violated equal
protection.
Like the regulation at issue today, 910
the challenged statute in Alaska Pact/ic Assurance Co.
did not forbid individual exercise of constitutional
rights; rather, it limited the government benefits dis
tributed to the class of individuals who exercised that
right.
As we explained in that case, we look to the

[j We reached a similar conclusion in Alaska
Q’ Coalition v. Sullivan, holding that the Munici
pality of Anchorage could not constitutionally with
hold a public benefit based on a potential recipient’s
beliefs and public expression.-” The municipality
had undertaken to publish a guidebook to public and
private organizations in Anchorage, but excluded the
Alaska Gay Coalition from the bookJNt We held that
this exclusion violated the Coalition’s constitutional
rights to equal protection under the law.
We ex
plained:
-

it: 78 l’.2c

2L9t

9
?
S.

Id

:\43 Id
When the Municipality decided to publish a limited
informational guide to public and private local re
sources, it did not thereby assume the obligation of
providing space to every possible oup... I-lad the
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I-)

Municipality deleted groups at random or used cri
teria not related to the nature of the particular or
ganizations, constitutional violations may not have
resulted. In deleting the Alaska Gay Coalition
however, appellees denied that group access to a
public forum based solely on the nature of its be
liefs. In so doing, they violated appellant’s consti
tutional rights to
equal protection under the
law. ‘
...

FN44. Id
Similarly, in the instant case, the State’s obliga
tions do not depend on whether the State has under
taken to provide limitless health care services to all
poor Alaskans. Rather. DHSS is constitutionally
bound to apply neutral criteria in allocating health care
benefits, even if considerations of expense, medical
feasibility, or the necessity of particular services oth
erwise limit the health care it provides to poor Alas
kans.
The State argues in this case that it does not pro
vide all necessary medical care to indigent Alaskans.
For support, it cites 7AAC43.385, a regulation that
excludes from Medicaid coverage such services as
medically unnecessary inpatient freatment, beau
tiing cosmetic surgery, ‘ and transplants of or
gans .ot?er than kidney, cornea, skin, and bone mar
row.” This regulation has not been challenged, and
the issue has not been thoroughly briefed by the par
ties, but the restrictions appear to relate to medical
necessity, cost, and feasibility-all politically neutral
criteria. Such spending limits are irrelevant to the
constitutional issue raised by the States denial of
coverage for medically necessary abortions, As the
United States Supreme Court noted in Shapiru V.
Thompson:

7AZ..fl52Df.i.±9LL.D.
L12.1.
\46. 7 AAC 43.385C”

any other program. But a State may not accomplish
such a purpose by invidious distinctions between
classes of its citizens. -‘
FN4& 394 U.S. 6l63189SfX 1322,22
L.IEd.2d 600(1969).
Like Alaska Pacjtic Assurance Co., Alaska Gay
Coalition establishes that under Alaska’s equal pro
tection provision the government*911 may not allo
cate state benefits so as to deter citizens’ exercise of
constitutional rights.
In this case, it is undisputed that L,&AC 43.140
deters women from obtaining abortions. The State
itself stated that eliminating public assistance for
medically necessary abortions would cause about
thirty-five percent of women who would otherwise
have obtained abortions to instead carry their preg
nancies to term, despite the associated threat to their
health. Under Alaska Paq/ic Assurance Co., such a
restriction warrants the highest degree of judicial
scrutiny.
In the seminal Shapiro v. Thompson decision, the
United States Supreme Court also strictly scruti
nized-and ultimately held unconstitutional-state pro
grams that denied benefits to citizens based on their
exercise of constitutional rights}-’ Shapiro invali
dated state laws that denied welfare benefits to persons
who had moved into the jurisdiction within the past
year.’- The Court found that “the prohibition of
benefits creates a classification which constitutes an
invidious discrimination den’ing [new residents]
equal protection of the laws.”
The Court held that
states could not constitutionally tailor their benefits
programs to deter immigration from other states: “If a
law has no other purpose than to chill the assertion
of constitutional rights by penalizing those who
choose to exercise them, then it [is] patently uncon
stitutional.”
...

...

F

*3S’4 U.S. 618. 89 S.CL.

322. 22

21 LL’ partly r&d on other

L\’L LA iLLS .1.
We recognize that the State has a valid interest in
preserving the fiscal integrity of its programs. It
may legitimately attempt to limit its expenditures,
whether for public assistance, public education, or

L
w?jwL.ar 5 U.S 65
EZ-7;. 94 SC:. 34”. 39 L Uc. 562

groundc,

1!

u62
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FN5 I. Id at 627, 89 S.D. 322.
F’,52. Id. at63 I, 89 S.D. 322 (internal
quotations omitted) (alteration in original)
(quoting Lulled .cu,,e.v i’. .Jaekvon, 30_i
570. 581. 88 .jct..12p_9,,.20 L.Ed.2d 138
p968)). This precedent was not discussed in
the U.S. Supreme Court’s later decision, in
Harris v, McRae, that the Hyde Amendment
was permissible under the federal constitu
tion. 448 L’S. 297, 00 S.D. 2671. 65
L.Ed.2d 784 (I 980). But in Valley Hospital,
we explained that Alaska’s broader constitu
tional protection at times mandates parting
ways with federal precedent. See 94f24jg
99. In that case, we rejected the plurality
opinion of Planned Parenthood v. Cast’ç
505 L.S. 833. 877-78,_112 S.Ct. 2791. 120
L. Ed.2d 674 (1 99J, in order to declare that a
woman’s right to an abortion is fundamental.
See Valley Hosj., 948 P.2d at 96 We now
join the majority of state courts in concluding
that the federal Supreme Court’s decision in
McRae provides inadequate protection under
our state constitution.

L7J1!1 Although Shapiro and Alaska Pacflc As
surance Co. applied strict scrutiny to reject restrictions
like the one at issue in this case, 7 AAC 43.. $0 would
fail equal protection analysis under any standard.
Under the regulation, the State grants needed health
care to some Medicaid-eligible Alaskans, but denies it
to others, based on criteria entirely unrelated to the
Medicaid program’s purpose of granting uniform and
high quality medical care to all needy persons of this
state.* Thus, even if 7 AAC 43.140 did not affect
constitutional privacy rights and we applied our most
deferential standard of review, the regulation still
could not withstand equal protection challenge. Under
Alaska’s rational basis standard,
differential
treatment of similarly situated people is permissible
only if the distinction between the persons “rest[sj
upon some ground of difference having a fair and
substantial relation to the object of the legislation.”
DHSS provides necessary medical care to all
Medicaid-eligible Alaskans except women who
medically require abortions. This differential treat
ment lacks a fair and substantial relation to the object
of the Medicaid program, and therefore violates equal
protection. L\
‘

-

FNS3. In the “Purpose” section of the Med
icaid statute, the legislature “declare[sJ as a
matter of public concern that the needy per
sons of this state receive uniform and high
quality medical care, regardless of race, age,
national origin, or economic standing.” AS
47.07.010.
FN54. See Sonneman t’. Knhi!ht. 790 P.Dd
702, 795 (Alaska 1990) (using term “rational
basis” to describe lowest standard of review
under Alaska’s sliding scale).

FN55. 1sakv,; i. Rickev, 550 P,2d 359 362
Liaska !.91ñ1 (quoting State vj\flg516
P.2d l42H45 aska L9J34). Isakson es
tablishes that Alaska’s rational basis review is
more rigorous than that of the United States
Supreme Court. Id
F\56. We note that the United States Su
preme Court reached the opposite conclusion
regarding the analogous federal regulation in
HarrLc v 4IeRae,_448 U.S. 297. 100 S.D.
7L.65L.Eth2d74j]380j. However, as
noted above, federal rational basis review is a
less rigorous standard than Alaska’s rational
basis review. See lsaksw.550 P.2d at 362.
We have explained that Alaska’s broader
constitutional protection at times mandates
parting ways with federal precedent. See
Ialltr Hosja4 948 P2d a: 969. The United
States Supreme Court in Harris v. McRae did
not consider the discriminatory allocation of
government benefits cases, S/ijigu i
4M.$Li. iIZ,
i7JøL.kL$.
22LEd2dji0%) and (h/ted S’cus
Dcrbjeni.f,inLuitnie’.’jnre.,ft.4L3

L.S. 52. 3 Sfl. 282 37 LEci.2 782
L97±, discussed in this opinion.
.

*912 The United States Supreme Court reached a
similar conclusion in Shapiro: although the Court
invalidated states’ differential treatment of similarly
situated welfare recipients under strict scrutiny, it also
noted that the differentiation would be deemed “ina
tional and unconstitutional” even under federal ra
tional basis review.
In United States Department
of Agriculture v. lvioreno, the United States Supreme
Court invalidated a similar restriction under rational
The Court found no rational
basis scrutiny alone.
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basis for a statute denying food stamps to unrelated
persons who shared a household; it therefore con
cluded that the statute violated equal protectioni-’
FNS7. S/nip/ru, 394 U.S. at 638. 895rt.

S. aL 538, 93 SQ. 282!.

FN5S.

FN59. See Id. The Court noted legislative
history indicating congressional intent to
exclude “so[-]called ‘hippies’ and ‘hippie
communes’ from the food stamp program.
itt at 534, 93 S.Ct. 2821. But it concluded:
“

ti

The challenged classification clearly can
not be sustained by reference to this con
gressional purpose. For if the constitu
tional conception of “equal protection of
the laws” means anything, it must at the
very least mean that a bare congressional
desire to harm a politically unpopular
group cannot constitute a legitimate gov
ernment interest. As a result, NJ purpose to
discriminate against hippies cannot, in and
of itself and without reference to [some
independent] considerations in the public
interest, justilS’ the [chal1enged amend
ment.
1L49L&L2L21 (internal
quotations omitted, third alteration added).
Lower court decisions have applied this principle
to states’ allocation of health care benefits, and con
cluded that “classification [among recipientsJ must be
based upon some difference between the classes
which is pertinent to the purpose for which the legis
lation is designed.” L A California court found that
the state violated equal protection by paying for at
tendant services by spouses of elderly and blind aid
recipients, but denying payment for the same services
by the spouses of otherwise disabled aid recipients.
And New York’s highest court held that equal
protection was violated by a statute that “effectively
provide[dJ
that the aged, disabled, and blind are
entitled to less public assistance than other needy
persons.”
...

kL\2:

3d56b,
22
,nLqvILS1u/e.22CaLA

572.99 Ca.Rptr. 410 (CaL 4pp.:97jJ.
FN6I.Seeid
FN62. Lee v. Smith,...
Y.2d t53, 402
3
4
N.Y.S.2d 35! 352. 373 N.E.2d 247. 248
(j977); see also White i’. Ben!, 555 R2d
i*[&tu9rQlld Cir. 977) (finding equal
protection issue sufficient to support juris
diction, but not deciding on equal protection
grounds, where remedial eye-care was
available only if a person’s visual impairment
resulted from eye disease or pathology);
(.‘ounti’ of Orwnrei’.l’.’ansco, 67 Cal.Ap4Lh
328, i
78..f4hRNL2d. 886 11991)
(finding equal protection violation where
parents supporting noncustodial children re
ceived different benefits depending on the
children’s eligibility for AFDC); but see
.tiorenu v. Draper, 70 CaLApp.4tn8.
88849. 83 çgptr.2d 82 (1999i (analyzing
same regulation as in County of Orange and
finding no equal protection violation).
.

DFISS’s differential treatment of Medi
caid-eligible Alaskans violates equal protection under
rational basis review as surely as it does under strict
scrutiny. Under any standard of review, “the State may
not jeopardize the health and privacy of poor women
by excluding medically necessary abortions from a
system providing all other medically necessary care
for the indigent.” ,JL

4A2ci2Z fl7L.9SJ.
Because 7MC43J jJ infringes on a constitu
tionally protected interest, the State bears a high bur
den to justi1’ the regulation.
Unless the State as
serts a compelling state interest, the statute will nec
essarily fail constitutional scrutiny. The State has
failed to demonstrate such an interest in this case. It
primarily defends 74L’ on *913 the grounds
that “medical and public welfare interests are served
by the legislature’s decision to fUnd childbirth.” But
the regulation does not relate to fUnding for childbirth,
and the State’s decision to fund prenatal care and other
pregnancy-related services has not been challenged.
Indeed, a woman who carries her pregnancy to term
and a woman who terminates her pregnancy exercise
the same fundamental right to reproductive choice.
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Alaska’s equal protection clause does not permit gov
ernmental discrimination against either woman; both
must be granted access to state health care under the
same terms as any similarly situated person. The
States undisputed interest in providing health care to
women who carry pregnancies to term has no effect on
the State’s interest in providing medical care to Med
icaid-eligible women who, for health reasons, require
abortions.
&,rojg/_7
School Dlxi. v. Sta, 93 I R2d 32L 396-97
(Alaska 1227J (outlining State’s burden for
justi’ing regulations); f/leyjlg.c4ny,
I/at-Si,_Coalition_fl .ii (hUWC, 948 P.2d 963,
97! (Alaska l92fl (“Since the right is fin
damental, it cannot be interfered with unless
the interference is justified by a compelling
state interest.”).

ENA See A !aranu.cka—Susitna

f5 See Alawnuska-SmRnaBorQ&JSch.
Dlxi.. 93! R2d at 396-97.

The State also asserts an interest in minimizing
health risks to mother and child, and submits that these
interests are often closely aligned. But those interests
are not aligned in precisely the situation contemplated
43.140’s Medicaid exclusion: when preg
by
nancy threatens a woman’s health. Under the U.S.
Supreme Court’s analysis in Roe v. Wade, the States
interest in the life and health of the, mother is para
And in Alas
mount at every stage of pregnancy. ka, “[t)he scope of the fundamental right to an abor
tion ... is similar to that expressed in Roe v, Wade.”
Thus, although the State has a legitimate interest
in protecting a fetus, at no point does that interest
outweigh the State’s interest in the life and health of
the pregnant woman.
-

N4±)Z. tT.aii2jj2QJ5
24*47il9iL

Accord :3”t,, 50 A.2c
(holding, based on Roe, that “at no point in
pregnancy may [the state’s interest in protec
tion of potential life) outweigh the superior
interest in the life and health of the mother”).
!\(

Because the State has not asserted an interest
sufficiently compelling to justi& denying medically
necessary care to women who need abortions, we need
not consider the means-ends fit of the challenged
regulation. We conclude that L.Ac_4J4Q violates
equal protection under the Alaska Constitution.
B. The Separation of Powers Doctrine Cannot Shield
Unconstitutional Legislation.
121 The State argues that by holding the Medicaid
program to constitutional standards, the superior court
effected an appropriation of funds in violation of the
separation of powers between branches of govern
ment. We disanee. Under Alaska’s constitutional
structure of government. “the judicial branch ... has
the constitutionally mandated duty to ensure compli
ance with the provisions of the Alaska Constitution,
The
including compliance by the legislature.”
superior court had not only the power but the duty to
strike the challenged restriction and any underlying
legislation if it found them to violate constitutional
rights; the same duty mandates our decision today.

tM2.

i-blanc

t’.

Meekins, 650 P.2(1 35!, 356

(Alaska 19821; see also ,iiathztn!yJliWLii’tz.
(180fl (“It is emphatically the province and
duty of the judicial department to say what
the law is.”).
çgjjj The separation of powers doctrine and its
complementary doctrine of checks and balances are
‘
In light of the
implicit in the Alaska Constitution.
separation *914 of powers doctrine, we have declined
to intervene in political questions, which are uniquely
within the province of the legislature. -“- But under
the same doctrine, we “cannot defer to the legislature
when infringement of a constitutional right results
from legislative action”; legislative intent is not par
amount when that intent conflicts with the constitu
Iion.- And the mere fact that the legislature’s ap
propriations power underlies Medicaid fbnding cannot
insulate the program from constitutional review. As
the California Supreme Court observed in rejecting
nearly identical restrictions on abortion funding, the
State’s claim would remove all constitutional re
straints from legislative exercise of the spending
power:
F\ 70. See SIc/c;. Lre 709 P.2d 493.
L± VSSL modfied 7±i.2 IS
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‘0
(Ahtska 1986) (“The separation of powers
doctrine must be considered along with the
complementary doctrine of checks and bal
ances.”); .1/civka S/al e-( peru/ed kSrs. v.
MuelIet56 P.2d 9, 03 Alaska 1975);
Pith/ic f2e/ender .4 f.’enfl’ v. Superior (‘o,vrç

534 P.2d 947,Q(Alaska 975).
The United States Supreme Court recently
discussed the division of powers within the
federal system of government. See United
Stutes v Morrison, 529 u.s. 598, 1205. Cc.
740. 146 L.Ed.2d658(2000). It reiterated
the duty of courts to limit acts of legisla
tion when those acts conflict with rights
guaranteed by the Constitution, explaining
that the framers of the Constitution divided
power among the three branches of gov
ernment

0

so that the Constitutions provisions would
not be defined solely by the political
branches nor the scope of legislative power
limited only by public opinion and the
legislature’s self-restraint. It is thus a per
manent and indispensable feature of our
constitutional system that the
judiciary
is supreme in the exposition of the law of
the Constitution.
...

Lctat 753 fl 7. 20 Si’ 740 (internal
quotations and citations omitted).
.

7 1. See A hood

.

Ldak’ue of ,P,nnen

uI

ii..7iLL4 IJLJtiAji_i27j;
Mwf±! i5frZ.

625 P.2d 779 (i 9jJ.
Legislative exercise of the appropriations power
has not in the past, and may not now, bar courts from
upholding citizens’ constitutional rights. Indeed, con
stitutional legal rulings commonly affect state pro
grams and funding. Many of the most heralded con
stitutional decisions of the past century have, as a
practical matter, effectively required state expendi
tures. In Green v. County School Boara the United
States Supreme Court ordered effective desegregation
of public schools;
in Gideon v. Wainwright, it
required funding of counsel for indigent criminal
defendants;
and in Shapiro v. Thompson, it re
quired states to give newcomers to the jurisdiction
equal welfare benefits)- In each of these cases, a
judicial decision upholding constitutional rights re
quired state expenditures to support those rights. As
appellee doctors and Planned Parenthood point out,
the funding implications and separation of powers
issue in this case would be identical if the State relied
on other suspect criteria, such as race, to deny Med
icaid benefits. Following the State’s argument, the
exclusion of one ethnic group-or inclusion only of
other specified groups-within legislative Medicaid
appropriations would be immunized from constitu
tional review, merely because the legislature had ex
ercised its spending power. We emphatically reject
such a claim. Like the Supreme Court decisions listed
above, loday’s holding is squarely within the authority
of the court, not in spite of, but because o the judi
ciary’s role within our divided system of government.

[7

.

19

..41Q,..i ..$2..J!z9JQ

1,.Ed.2d 76 :968I,
F’s75 372 u.S. 3383 SQ. 792.9 L.Ed.2d

i..’S2 hu&t/p.JnItz .vJL4LL-,!LjLQij(:
i5N1 19.LLSkiL$9 L3Z

..217i.

.

¶WJ, partly rev’d on other
There is no greater power than the power of the
purse. If the government can use it to nullify con
stitutional rights, by conditioning benefits only
upon the sacrifice of such rights, the Bill of Rights
could eventually become a yellowing scrap of pa
per.
.\7.
29 Ca3c 252.

72 Cc .tr. 86

grounds,

670-71. 94 SQ.

D47, 39 C Ed.2d 662

Our conclusion that the separation of powers
doctrine supports today’s decision is firmly supported
by twenty-one other courts that have considered a
state’s exclusion of medically necessary abortions
from state-funded health care programs.
The State
has not identified a single state or federal case holding
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that the separation of powers precludes a court from
ordering the state to provide equal funding for women
whose health is endangered by pregnancyJ—’- Courts
that have explicitly considered separation of powers
challenges to holdings like the one we reach today
have dismissed the challenges in no uncertain terms.
The Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court, for ex
ample, wrote:

fN71 See supra note 2.
FN78. A single justice in a concurring opin
ion stated that the judiciary may not, under
the equal protection clause of Michigan’s
constitution, require legislative funding for
medically necessary abortion.
pczrtment of Soc. Sen’s., 439 Mich.659,j,7
N.W.2d 166. 182-83 (1992) (Levin, J., con
curring). To our knowledge, his is the sole
dissenting voice on this issue.
[W]e have never embraced the proposition that
merely because a legislative action involves an ex
ercise of the appropriations power, it is on that ac
count immunized against judicial review. [We re
ject] the *915 argument that either the doctrine of
separation of powers or the political question doc
trine requires that result. Without in any way at
tempting to invade the rightful province of the
Legislature to conduct its own business, we have a
duty, certainly since Marbury it Madison, to adju
dicate a claim that a law and the actions undertaken
pursuant to that law conflict with the requirements
of the Constitution. “This,” in the words of Mr.
Chief Justice Marshall, “is of the very essence of
judicial duty.

f’i72 MycrLLLiAfla.

382 Mass. 629,427 \Jj.2d 387. 395 L2S,L
(internal citations omitted); see also <‘,nl

stitution, the Court can grant relief even if
doing so means that state hinds will be spent
in a manner not explicitly approved by the
Legislature. The Court has the power to
shape appropriate remedies and the Legisla
ture has a duty to appropriate funds to meet
its constitutional obligations.”); oa’-cQnj,
frmnent$W3d$9,70
jTex.Anp.2000) (“The relief sought by
Low-Income Women-funding medically
necessary abortions-cannot be characterized
as a new appropriation. They do not ask for a
new appropriation of funds to the Medical
Assistance Program. Rather, they seek de
claratory and injunctive relief against un
constitutional restrictions placed on the use
of funds already appropriated pursuant to a
pre-existing law authorizing funds to be used
for health care under the program.”).
We agree with this articulation of the court’s
fundamental powers and duties.
A federal case, State of’ Georgia it Heckler, also
directly supports our conclusion.-’ In that case, the
state of Georgia sought reimbursement from the fed
eral Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)
for money spent by the state to fund medically nec
essary abortions. Although the Court of Appeals for
the Eleventh Circuit ultimately denied Georgia’s
claim, it emphatically rejected HHS’s argument that
because Congress had not appropriated money for
medically necessary abortions, a district court could
not compel HSS to pay the claimsj
As the Eleventh
Circuit court noted, the statute could preclude pay
ment only if an interpreting court so determined,
“There is no doubt,” the Heckler court concluded,
“that if this Court decided that these payments were
legally required, HHS would be authorized to make
them.” “4t
‘‘

mItft2thJRe’E)dR

c S2
Lcail- ‘t75 ..‘S
1
.
(i9’)
( “When there is an unconstitutional
restriction in an existing appropriation, it
offends no constitutional principle to direct
that the disputed payments be made from
funds already appropriated for the same
general purpose.”); Clinicfor Women, Inc. v.
Humphreys, No. 49DI2-9908-MI-l137, Slip
Op. at 12 (Ind.Super., Oct. 18, 2000) (“If the
challenged enactments violate the state Con-

r\s. 7’58
:V\

2 :293

‘:

CL 985c

SeekL at 9
2i5•
6
.

i\S2SeeJ a: 2%.
1 ‘.85. Id

We agree with the Eleventh Circuit: It is legally
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indisputable that a trial court order requiring state
compliance with constitutional standards does not
violate the separation of powers doctrine.
V. CONCLUSION
The manner in which the State allocates public
benefits is subject to constitutional limitation under
Alaska’s equal protection provision. The State. having
undertaken to provide health care for poor Alaskans,
must adhere to neutral criteria in distributing that
care. It may not deny medically necessary services to
eligible individuals based on criteria unrelated to the
purposes of the public health care program. Moreover,
the DHSS regulation in this case discriminatorily
burdens the exercise of a constitutional right. Because
we conclude that denial of Medicaid assistance to poor
women who medically require abortions violates
equal protection, we AFFIRM the decision of the
superior court.
Alaska,200 I.
State, Dept. of Health & Social Services v. Planned
Parenthood of Alaska, Inc.
28 P.3d 904
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